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Extraction of bulletin board material at shelter for log
storage
Makoto Takehara
When disasters such as earthquakes and oods occur, evacuation centers are set
up using gymnasiums and halls for those who lost their homes. In evacuation centers,
bulletin boards are set up as a means of information sharing among victims, and in-
formation is provided to victims by poster on which information such as support and
restoration are written. However, because of the special circumstances after the disaster,
the bulletin boards are not organized, so there is a problem that the latest information
and wanted information can not be found.
In this research, we aim to make it easier for victims of disaster to acquire correct
and up-to-date information by saving the poster added to the bulletin board individually
and enable referring to each as digital data ing. For that purpose, extracting added
poster from bulletin board and saving it in neat shape. As a method, the bulletin board
is photographed from the xed point with the camera, and the addition of the poster
is detected by taking the dierence between the two photographed images where the
bulletin board has changed. Estimate the part of the dierence that has a large area to
be the spot of added poster and extract. Detects the outline of the background and the
poster from the extract, grasps the shape of the poster, and species the corner position
of the poster. Estimate the four corners of the poster added based on the specied
corner position, perform a projective transformation using the four corners, and shape
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the extracted image.
As a result of verifying that whether or not the poster added to the wall surface is
correctly detected, shaped and stored using the proposed method, we conrmed that it
is possible to detect, shape and save well for most examples.
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(x;y)2R w(x; y)(I(x+ u; y + v)  I(x; y))2
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2.3 harrisのコーナー検出
それぞれ w(x; y) は点に対する重みなどの窓関数，I(x + u; y + v) は移動先の画素



























R = 12   k(1 + 2)2
















































































































[1]入力画像 1 [2]入力画像 2
図 4.1 掲示物に重複がない場合の入力画像の例












対象例 サンプル数 成功数 成功率
重複なし 25枚 25枚 100％
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